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Negotiations Summary 
2021-2022 

We began negotiations on October 19, 2021. Negotiations did not conclude until June, 2022. It is the 

longest negotiation period we have experienced in recent memory caused primarily by the pandemic 

and economic conditions that have impacted not only the school system but all of county government. 

As a result, as the year progressed compensation proposals and counter proposals were modified to 

adjust to changes in resources and funding. In addition, we proposed a degree stipend and a telework 

article.  

While the initial message sent yesterday suggests foregoing COLA and steps, the negotiation team 

utilized other compensation mechanisms to ensure the resulting compensation for FY23 is significant, 

reflects the effort all OPE staff have dedicated over the last several years.  

IMPORTANT: The budget and negotiated Master Agreement is still tentative 
pending the Board’s final approval and the County Council authorization of funds. 

 

Article XIV – Compensation  

We used the salary restructure in lieu of the COLA and step which gives all members additional growth 

compared to the previous pay scale.  See the new salary scales below.  

The final agreement will result in all OPE employees receiving a 6% increase in their 

salary because of the new values in the scale for your existing grade. In addition, the creation 

of step 24 will allow every OPE employee who is at Step 23 as of June 30, 2022 to receive an 

additional 2% salary increase as of January 1, 2023. Therefore, those at step 24 will realize an 

8% increase in their annual salary (movement to the next grade 6% plus an additional step 

2%).  The changes will be retroactive to July 1, 2022. 

 

Below are the number of individuals presently at step 23 and their respective grades.  

** An additional 13 individuals will reach grade 23 in FY 23. 

10 – month 
 

Grade Number of Individuals 

2 2 

3 2 

4 6 
 

12 – month 
 

Grade Number of Individuals 

3 2 

4 1 

5 4 

7 17 

8 10 

9 11 

10 3 

11 5 
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The new restructured 10-month salary scale (Grades 1-9) is below: 

 

The new 12-month salary scale (Grades 1-12) is below: 

 

**At present, there is not a 12-month OPE employee above grade 11. Grade 12 on the new salary scale 

would allow for the creation of an OPE position that would qualify for Grade 12 status as designated by 

HR. 
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Final Master Agreement Article XVI – Duration of Agreement  

16.1 The provisions of this agreement shall be effective through June 30, 2023, as indicated in the 

following: 

16.1.1 Effective July 1, 2022, Fiscal Year (FY) 23, all BCPSOPE represented employees shall be paid in 

accordance with FY22, January 1, 2022, scales contained in Appendices A-1 and A-2. Salary scale steps 

shall not be funded.  

 16.1.2 No later than January 1, 2023, a new twelve-month OPE salary scale made up of thirteen (13) 

grades and 24 steps as contained in Appendix A-3 shall be activated. The new twelve-month OPE scale 

shall be created by shifting all current grades to the left starting with the current Grade 14.  The shifting 

shall result in all current grade 2 step values becoming the new grade 1 step values, the current grade 3 

step values becoming the new grade 2 step values and so on thereby creating the new scale comprised 

of 13 grades. The new step 24 shall be added in accordance with current two per cent (2%) step 

intervals that shall be maintained throughout the scale.  

16.1.3 No later than January 1, 2023, all twelve-month BCPS OPE represented employees shall be 

moved onto their respective new scale in their appropriate grade and on to the step that they held in FY 

22. No later than the first pay after January 1, 2023, all BCPSOPE twelve-month employees shall receive 

pay adjustments in accordance with the new scales retroactive to July 1, 2022.  

16.1.4 No later than January 1, 2023, all twelve-month BCPSOPE represented employees who were on 

Step 23 as of June 30, 2022, shall be moved to Step 24 and shall receive pay adjustments no later than 

the first pay after January 1, 2023 in accordance with the new Step 24 value retroactive to July 1, 2022.  

16.1.5 No later than January 1, 2023, a new ten-month OPE salary scale for Cafeteria Managers made 

up of nine (9) grades and 24 steps as contained in Appendix A-4 shall be activated. The new BCPSOPE 

scale for Cafeteria Managers shall be created by shifting all current grades to the left starting with the 

current Grade 10.  The shifting shall result in all current grade 2 step values becoming the new grade 1 

step values, the current grade 3 step values becoming the new grade 2 step values and so on thereby 

creating the new scale comprised of 9 grades. The new step 24 shall be added in accordance with 

current two per cent (2%) step interval that shall be maintained throughout the scale. 

16.1.5 No later than January 1, 2023, all ten-month BCPS OPE represented employees shall be moved 

onto their respective new scale in their appropriate grade and on to the step that they held in FY 22. No 

later than the first pay after January 1, 2023, all BCPSOPE ten-month employees shall receive pay 

adjustments in accordance with the new scales retroactive to July 1, 2022.   

16.1.6 No later than January 1, 2023, all ten-month BCPSOPE represented employees who were on 

Step 23 as of June 30, 2022, shall be moved to Step 24 and shall receive pay adjustments no later than 

the first pay after January 1, 2023, in accordance with the new Step 24 value retroactive to July 1, 2022. 

16. 2[1.3] Unless the parties mutually agree to the contrary during negotiations, negotiable items will be 

as follows. For the FY 24 [23] successor agreement, all existing articles shall be open for negotiations. 

16. 3[2] Implementation of negotiated fiscal provisions each year of this agreement is dependent upon 

the appropriation of the necessary funds by the County Council of Baltimore County. 
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When members were surveyed the following issues also surfaced as priorities.  The articles were 

addressed and the outcomes are below.  

 

Article XIV - Compensation 

14.3 Bachelor, Masters, and Doctorate Stipend Proposal  

The Board will pay a one-thousand-dollar ($1,000.00) stipend for the attainment of a Bachelor, Masters 

or Doctorate degree.  

Board Response 

There will be no change in this article.  Skills and experience have become as vital as a degree. Positions 

that require a degree are compensated accordingly. BCPS will continue provide credit reimbursement 

for those seeking a degree. 

There have been numerous articles this year in several national publications (e.g. Harvard Business 

Review, New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Forbes, Fast Company, Inc.) sharing the value of skills 

versus a degree in today’s job market. In fact, some corporations (e.g. Google, Apple), are deleting 

degree requirements from their job postings.  

Article XIII - Working Conditions 

13.4  Telework Proposal  

The Telework Program Guidelines, developed and implemented in July 2020, provide the conditions, 

processes, and practices by which telework will be operationalized for OPE employees, recognizing that 

present and future implementation is at the discretion of the Superintendent.  

The Telework Program Guidelines will be accessible to all OPE employees and they will be informed of 

the opportunity to telework.  If an employee is denied the opportunity to telework, the appropriate 

supervisor will provide an explanation based on the criteria as established in the Telework Program 

Guidelines. 

Board Response 

Board’s position is teleworking is a managerial prerogative and not negotiable. It is not an employee-
initiated action. The Board and union collaborated in developing guidelines, checklists, and training 
modules in support of the guidelines. Guidelines are a part of the systems documented resources and 
are in place when management determines a position potentially for teleworking. OPE can disseminate 
information to employees. It is the supervisor/managerial position as to whether the position is in line 
with teleworking. 
 
OPE asked that all employees be informed of the telework guidelines - open and clear communication 

with employees.  OPE recognizes it is job specific and clearly recognizes it is not a right of every 

employee. The guidelines are available and OPE may share them with unit members. 


